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Abstract—Speaker verification on portable devices like smart-
phones is gradually becoming popular. In this context, two
issues need to be considered: 1) such devices have relatively
limited computation resources, and 2) they are liable to be used
everywhere, possibly in very noisy, uncontrolled environments.
This work aims to address both these issues by proposing a
computationally efficient yet robust speaker verification system.
This novel parts-based system draws inspiration from face and
object detection systems in the computer vision domain. The
system involves boosted ensembles of simple threshold-based
classifiers. It uses a novel set of features extracted from speech
spectra, called “slice features”. The performance of the proposed
system was evaluated through extensive studies involving a wide
range of experimental conditions using the TIMIT, HTIMIT and
MOBIO corpus, against standard cepstral features and Gaussian
Mixture Model-based speaker verification systems.
Index Terms—EDICS: BIO-EXPR (Human Identification
based on voice or handwriting), Speaker verification, binary
features, speaker-specific features, parts-based approach, noise
robustness, Adaboost, feature selection, mobile biometrics, com-
putational efficiency
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, speaker verification (SV) systems are gradually
becoming more and more ubiquitous, finding their way into
smartphones and other portable devices [1] [2] [3]. This has
led to the following objectives: a) robustness against a noisy
acoustic environment (additive noise) as well as channel and
session variabilities, and b) computational efficiency (i.e. the
computations must be light enough to be implementable on
such devices).
To fulfill the first objective, ie. robustness, the basic Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) - Universal Background Model
(UBM) SV framework [4] is often augmented by feature
normalization [5], model normalization [6] [7] and score nor-
malization [8]. However, improved robustness of such systems
comes at the cost of more computations which may pose a
task with respect to the second objective, ie. computational
efficiency. Hence, the question is how to fulfill both the
objectives at the same time.
A possible answer comes from a class of object detection
algorithms developed in the computer vision domain in recent
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years. These algorithms use simple localized features based
on comparison of image parts. These algorithms have the
following characteristics relevant to our objectives: a) robust-
ness in difficult test scenarios, involving uncontrolled illumi-
nation variations, and b) computational efficiency (they are
faster compared to older approaches such as Eigenfaces [9],
Fisherfaces [10], etc.). Three representative algorithms from
this class are as follows: a) Rapid Object Detection using a
boosted cascade of Haar features [11] [12], b) Fast Key-point
Recognition using Random Fern features [13], and c) Face
Detection and Verification using Local Binary Patterns [12].
In this work, we have drawn inspiration from all these
algorithms. For clarity, we provide a brief description of the
relevant aspects of these algorithms. They combine decisions
from a set of classifiers, each of which look at specific
parts of the entire object (or feature space). Each classifier
involves the comparison of intensities in two parts of the
object. These could be the intensities at two pixel locations
(Fern features) or the average intensities over two patches
of pixel locations (Haar features). The decisions from these
classifiers are binary. Suitable ensemble learning approaches
such as Adaboost [14] are often used to select the classifiers
which are most discriminative with respect to the task (face
or object detection).
In this work, this framework is ported to the SV domain
in the following way. The 1-D spectral vectors derived from
speech are equivalent of the 2-D images. As in the vision
domain, the algorithm combines decisions from a set of
classifiers. Instead of looking at parts of an image, here
the classifiers look at parts of spectral vectors, precisely the
spectral magnitudes at pairs of frequency points. The Discrete
Adaboost algorithm is used to select the most discriminative
classifiers. This is the central idea of our approach.
This approach was originally proposed by the authors in a
previous work [15] which showed that it performed well com-
pared to baseline GMM-UBM systems for an SV task using
XM2VTS database. Since it is a relatively new approach in the
SV domain, this work provides a detailed description of this
approach, refining the original concept of “binary feature” [15]
in terms of “slice” and “slice classifier”. In addition, this work
extends the previous study in three directions.
Firstly, more extensive experiments were carried out to
evaluate the text-independent SV performance of the system
on clean speech and speech corrupted by additive noise and
channel noise (using the TIMIT [16], HTIMIT [17] and
noisy TIMIT databases) as well as speech data collected
using mobile phones (using the MOBIO database [1] [2]
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[3]). Secondly, the proposed approach was compared against
both baseline GMM-UBM system as well as state-of-the-art
SV systems [2]. Thirdly, we carried out detailed analyses of
the proposed approach in terms of a) robustness in noisy
scenarios, b) computational complexity, and c) the distribution
of discriminative parts selected by the algorithm. The proposed
approach has performed favorably with all the experimental
conditions and databases tested, and compares well with
baseline and state-of-the-art SV systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief
overview of standard SV systems and the proposed system is
given in Sections II and III respectively. The proposed system
is described in detail in Section IV. Section V gives a brief
overview of the experiments carried out, while Sections VI
and VII describe these experiments in detail. Section VIII
analyses some aspects of the proposed system while Section
IX concludes the work.
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF STANDARD SV SYSTEMS
Standard SV systems use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MFCC) or Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients
(LPCC) [18] as their features. These features characterize the
shape of the short-time log spectrum of speech. This is done
by processing the estimated log spectrum through an energy-
compacting and decorrelating transform like the Discrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT) or the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and retaining only the first few highest energy coefficients
(typically 13 to 19).1 Because of this transform, every region
of the spectrum contributes to each cepstral feature. Hence,
such features could be termed holistic and noise in one part
of the spectrum could affect all the cepstral features.
These cepstral features are modelled by GMM-UBM [4].
Typically, speech samples from a large set of speakers (called
the “world” set) distinct from the client is used to train
a GMM. This is called the Universal Background Model
(UBM). Next, for each client, client speech samples are used
to adapt (typically only the means of) this UBM, to create the
client-specific GMM. During test, log likelihood ratio of the
test samples using the UBM and the client-specific GMM is
compared with a pre-set threshold. Based on this comparison,
the speaker is classified as the true client or an impostor. This
modeling of cepstral features using GMM forms the basic
framework of standard SV systems. In this work, we call this
the “baseline system”.
To achieve robustness against acoustic noise and channel
and session variabilities, this baseline system is often aug-
mented a) at the feature level by feature warping [19], b) at
the model level by meta-modelling approaches such as Support
Vector Machines with GMM Supervector (GSV) kernel [6]
or Generalized Linear Discriminant Sequence (GLDS) kernel
[20], Latent Factor Analysis (LFA) [21], Joint Factor Analysis
(JFA) [7] and I-vector system [22], and c) at the decision-
making level by score normalization techniques [8] such as Z-
norm and T-norm. These augmented systems are representative
1In the case of LPCC, a more direct method is used. However, it is
mathematically equivalent to taking the FFT of the estimated log spectrum.
of the current state-of-the-art [1] and hence are called “state-
of-the-art system” in this work. Figure 1 (a) provides a block
diagram of the baseline and state-of-the-art SV systems.
III. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SV SYSTEM
The proposed SV system consists of four stages: 1) feature
representation using slice features, 2) feature modelling by
slice classifiers, 3) slice classifier selection and 4) final classi-
fier. We briefly describe each of these below and compare them
with standard SV system. For clarity, some basic notations
related to each stage are also introduced.
A. Feature representation using slice features
The starting point of our system is the short-time spectrum
extracted from speech. The difference in magnitude at two
distinct frequency points in the short-time spectrum is taken
as a feature, termed as “slice” feature. Enumerating all possible
pairs of distinct frequency points in the spectrum generates the
complete list of such slice features.2
A slice feature is denoted as Li where i is an index to the
complete list of slice features. Each slice Li must be uniquely
associated with an ordered pair of frequency points, denoted
by {ki,1, ki,2}.
It is noteworthy that each feature looks at only certain parts
of the spectrum (precisely, two frequency points). Hence, it is
localized or parts-based. It is unaffected if other parts of the
spectrum are affected by noise. This behaviour contrasts with
the holistic cepstral features in standard SV systems (ref. Sec.
II).3
B. Feature modelling by slice classifiers
Each slice feature is discriminatively modelled for each
client speaker. More precisely, for each slice feature, a simple
threshold-based classifier (termed a “slice classifier”) is trained
to classify as true client (‘1’) or impostor (‘0’), based on
only that slice. The two-class (‘0’-‘1’) decisions of these slice
classifiers are termed as “binary features”. Let fi be the slice
classifier associated with the slice Li.
The conceptual relation between features and classifiers is
depicted as follows:
Slice Client- Slice Binary
Feature, + specific → Classifier, → Feature
Li threshold fi (‘0’-‘1’)
Further stages in the system are unaffected as long as the
noise in the speech signal is not so high as to change the
decision of these classifiers, ie. the binary features. On the
other hand, cepstral features in standard SV systems could
be affected even when there is a small amount of noise (ref.
Sec. VIII-A).4
2There is no restriction on the frequency point locations. Hence, the total
number of slice features depends only on the number of the frequency points
in the spectrum.
3This contrast is analysed in more detail in Section VIII-A.
4This is analogous to the comparison between analogue and digital systems.
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Fig. 1. Block diagrams showing the main stages of (a) standard SV systems and (b) proposed SV system. In the case of standard SV systems (a), the
baseline (basic) system and the state-of-the-art systems are depicted. Please consult the text (Sections II, III) for details.
C. Classifier selection
The total number of slice features (and hence slice clas-
sifiers) are typically quite high (16256 for a 256-point FFT
spectrum). Most of these features may not contain any discrim-
inative information pertaining to the client speaker. In other
words, the corresponding slice classifiers may perform poorly.
But a few will contain such discriminative information and
their classifiers will perform relatively better.
The Discrete Adaboost algorithm is used to iteratively select
such discriminative slice classifiers, based on their perfor-
mance on increasingly misclassified training samples. This
stage also has no direct counterpart in standard SV systems.
D. Final classifier
The final classifier denoted by F is a simple weighted sum
of the ‘0’-‘1’ outputs of individual slice classifiers which were
selected in the previous stage. During test, the final classifier
output is compared with a pre-set threshold to classify the
speaker as client or impostor. We note that this classifier is
much simpler compared to classifiers in standard SV systems
(ref. Sec. II). This comparison is analysed in detail in Section
VIII-B.
Figure 1 (b) provides a block diagram of the proposed
system. We call the system as the Boosted Slice Classifier
(BSC) system because it involves selecting (boosting) slice
classifiers. As described above, some of the stages in the
proposed system (feature modelling and classifier selection) do
not exist in standard SV systems, while the rest are different
from their counterparts in standard SV systems. This shows
the originality and novelty of the proposed system.
IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: BOOSTED
SLICE CLASSIFIERS (BSC)
A. Feature representation: The concept of slice
Firstly, the input speech waveform is blocked into frames
and windowed. Silence frames are discarded. Fourier trans-
form is applied, yielding a sequence of spectral magnitude
vectors, each of length NX. Let X = [X(1), · · · , X(NX)]T
be an instance of such a spectral vector. In particular, let Xj
denote the j-th vector in the sequence. The slice feature Li is
calculated from X as follows:
Li ≡ Li(X) = X(ki,1)− X(ki,2). (1)
where {ki,1, ki,2} is an ordered pair of frequency points
uniquely associated with slice feature Li. The parameters
ki,1, ki,2 can vary from 1 to NX but cannot be equal,
restricting the total number of slice features as defined above
to NL = NX(NX− 1). Let Li(X) be denoted by Li for short.
B. Feature modelling: Slice Classifiers
Each slice Li has a slice classifier fi associated with it. The
classifier is a simple hard threshold classifier with a single
parameter, the threshold θi. This classifier can ‘see’ instances
of only slice Li and it has to classify these as either belonging
to client (‘1’) or impostor (‘0’). The output of fi is calculated
as,
fi(Li) =
{
1 (client) if Li ≥ θi,
0 (impostor) otherwise. (2)
Training classifier fi involves selecting threshold θi that will
minimize misclassification error i on a given training set
of slice values extracted from client and impostor spectral
vectors. The optimal θi value can be found in a single pass by
a search over the sorted slice values. Note that total number
of slice classifiers is same as the total number of slices, NL.
C. Classifier Selection by Discrete Adaboost
Out of all the slice classifiers, a small number of slice
classifiers N∗L  NL are iteratively selected for each client
according to their discriminative ability with respect to that
client. This selection is done by the Discrete Adaboost al-
gorithm [14] widely used for such classifier selection tasks
[11] [12]. In this algorithm, the positive training samples are
extracted from the speech data of the specific client, while
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the negative samples come from a general pool of speakers,
distinct from the client. The same pool of ‘impostor’ speakers
termed the “world” set are used for all clients, as in the
Universal Background Model (UBM) framework for standard
speaker verification systems (ref. Sec. II).
This algorithm works in a loop. In each iteration of the
loop, it selects one slice classifier out of the set based on
how well it performs on a subset of training samples. Each
iteration has three parts: 1) Selecting a fixed number N∗tr
of training samples based on their weights. Samples with
higher weights are more likely to be selected.5 Usually N∗tr
is a small fraction of the total number of training samples,
Ntr. 2) Selecting the best performing slice classifier trained
on this subset of training samples. 3) Classifying all the
training samples using this selected best slice classifier and
re-weighting all of the samples, so that misclassified samples’
weights are proportionately increased, and correctly classified
ones’ weights are decreased. In addition to selecting the slice
classifier, each iteration also assigns a weight to the selected
classifier, based on its efficiency.
We note that classifier selection and feature modelling
(classifier training) are linked and happen alternately. The re-
weighting of training samples based on prior classification
performance serves as the feedback link between classifier
selection and feature modelling or classifier training: subse-
quent classifiers are selected based on their ability to classify
samples which were poorly classified by previously selected
classifiers. This is a novel concept not found in standard SV
systems. Also, due to the re-weighting procedure, misclassified
samples get more weight in successive iterations. This implies
that, in effect, the more confusable speakers in the impostor set
are expected to get more importance, analogous to the idea of
cohorts in the standard approach [23]. However, in this case,
the distinction between what is more easily- and less easily-
classifiable is at the frame level, not at the speaker level.
The algorithm, which is to be run once for each client, is
detailed as follows:
Algorithm: Slice classifier selection by Discrete Adaboost
Inputs: 1) Ntr training samples (spectral vectors) {Xj}Ntrj=1,
2) the corresponding class labels, yj ∈ {0, 1} (0:impostor,
1:client), 3) N∗L, the number of slice classifiers to be selected,
4) N∗tr, the number of training vectors to be randomly
selected at each iteration (N∗tr  Ntr) 6.
Steps:
1. Initialize the training sample weights:
{w1,j} ←
1
2N
(0)
tr
, 1
2N
(1)
tr
for yj = 0, 1 respectively and
1 ≤ j ≤ Ntr. N
(0)
tr and N
(1)
tr are the number of impostor and
client training vectors respectively.
2. Repeat for n = 1, 2, · · ·N∗L:
• Normalize sample weights, wn,j ← wn,j∑Ntr
j′=1
wn,j′
• Randomly select a subset of N∗tr training samples, accord-
ing to probability distribution given by weights {wn,j}
5Initially, the sample weights are all uniform.
6A value of N∗tr equal to 5% of Ntr was found to work well for all
experiments reported here in subsequent sections.
• From this subset, extract all the slice features {Li}NLi=1
(ref. Eq.1). For each slice feature Li, train a threshold
classifier fi. Let misclassification error of fi be i.
• Select the next best slice classifier, f∗n = fi∗ and its
associated slice L∗n = Li∗ where i∗ = argmini i,
ie. the classifier with the lowest error. Let i∗ be the
misclassification error of the selected slice classifier.
• Set βn ← i∗1−i∗ .
• Update all training sample weights,
wn+1,j ← wn,jβ
1{f∗n(L∗n,j)=yj}
n for 1 ≤ j ≤ Ntr.
• Set the selected slice classifier weight, αn = − log(βn).
3. Normalize slice classifier weights,
αn ←
αn
∑N∗
L
n′=1
αn′
, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N∗L.
Outputs: 1)The sequence of best slice classifiers {f∗n}N
∗
L
n=1
selected by the algorithm, along with their thresholds {θn}N
∗
L
n=1,
2) Their associated slices, {L∗n}N
∗
L
n=1 defined by their parame-
ters {kn,1, kn,2}
N∗L
n=1. 3) Classifier weights {αn}N
∗
L
n=1.
D. Slice classifier combination
For each client, the selected slice classifiers are combined
via a linear weighted sum F which is called a strong clas-
sifier [14]. Let X be a test spectral vector extracted from an
utterance, U . Then the strong classifier score is calculated as,
F =
N∗L∑
n=1
αnf
∗
n(L
∗
n(X)). (3)
Scores from each frame in the utterance are added and
normalized by number of frames, to obtain the final score
for the utterance. This is compared with a preset threshold to
decide if the utterance was made by a client or an impostor.
This preset threshold Θ is set to correspond to the Equal Error
Rate [4].
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION - BRIEF OVERVIEW
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed BSC frame-
work in view of the two objectives mentioned in Section I, ie.
robustness and computational efficiency, two groups (A and
B) of speaker verification experiments were carried out, with
different levels of difficulty:
Group A: Experiments were carried out on easy to mod-
erately challenging databases. The proposed framework was
compared with baseline MFCC/GMM-UBM reference sys-
tems (ref. Sec.II). The experiments were carried out for each
of the following conditions:
1) Experiments on clean speech (Sec.VI-A). The database
used was TIMIT [16].
2) Experiments on noisy speech. Two different noise
classes were considered:
a) Additive noise (Sec.VI-B). Database used was
TIMIT. Three types of noise (white, pink and
babble) at SNRs ranging from 5dB to 20dB were
added only to the test segments.
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b) Convolutive noise (Sec.VI-C). Database used was
HTIMIT [17]. Eight different microphone types
were considered while testing.
These experiments involved a mismatch between train-
ing (using only clean speech) and test (using noisy
speech). However, this mismatch was artificially induced
in the data.7
Group B: Experiments were carried out on a much more
challenging recent database (MOBIO [2] [24]) (Sec.VII). The
proposed framework was compared with multiple state-of-the-
art reference systems (Sec.II) unlike only baseline systems as
in Group A. These experiments involved speech data captured
on mobile phones and there was mismatch at multiple levels
in the data. This mismatch was naturally created as a direct
consequence of the recording scenario, in contrast to Group
A.
Each of these experiments are detailed further in the fol-
lowing sections.
VI. GROUP A EXPERIMENTS
This group of experiments involved easy to moderately
difficult conditions.
A. Experiments on clean speech: matched condition
The main aim for this first set of experiments was to provide
an initial proof-of-concept and demonstrate the feasibility of
the proposed system. These experiments evaluated how well
our system can perform text-independent speaker verification
with large populations under near-ideal conditions, compared
to a baseline GMM-UBM reference system.8
1) Database description: The TIMIT database was chosen
for this part of the work [16]. It is a standard database with no
intersession variability, acoustic noise or microphone variabil-
ity [23]. Each utterance is a read sentence of approximately 3
seconds duration. The training and test sentences have different
lexical content, hence this is an example of text-independent
speaker verification. The sampling frequency is 16kHz.
2) Systems evaluated, protocol and experimental details:
To compare the proposed BSC system, the standard MFCC-
GMM system detailed in [23] was chosen as reference. The
speaker verification protocol as used by Reynolds et al. in [23]
was followed. The 168 speakers (112 males, 56 females) from
the “test” portion of the TIMIT database were used as clients.
For each speaker, the 2 sa sentences, 3 si sentences and first
3 sx sentences were used for training and the remaining 2 sx
sentences for testing.
For all systems, speech was segmented into frames by a 20
ms window progressing at a 10 ms frame rate [23]. For the
BSC system, each frame was processed by a 256-point FFT.
One half of the symmetric magnitude spectra was retained to
form the spectral vectors X of length NX = 128.
7This was done by either adding the noise signal to the clean speech, or by
playing the original speech and recording it by different microphone types.
8This is an extension of previous studies on the XM2VTS database [15] to
the text-independent case. These previous studies had shown that the proposed
system performed well but were limited by the fact that the lexical content in
training and test were the same, ie. it was not known how the system could
perform in the case of text-independent SV.
For training a client classifier in the BSC system (ref.
Secs.IV-B, IV-C), the positive (client, ‘1’) training samples
were extracted from the client training data, while the negative
(impostor, ‘0’) samples were extracted from a set of 250
utterances randomly selected from the “train” portion of the
TIMIT database. These utterances were made by speakers all
distinct from the “test” portion, and the same negative samples
were used for all the clients. We term this as the “world” set
(ref. Sec.IV-C).
As mentioned earlier, the BSC system was compared with
a standard MFCC-GMM system [23]. For clarity, we describe
here only the chief aspects of this system. Firstly, 12th order
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were extracted
from the speech frames [25] [26]. These were then modelled
by 32-mixture GMM [23]. To model impostors, each client
had its own specific “world” or “background” set9 of speakers,
selected from the set of clients itself [23]. Depending on the
selection criterion of the background speakers, two reference
system configurations were considered, namely
1) Reference system TI: 10 “maximally spread close”
(msc) background speakers were selected.
2) Reference system TII: 5 msc + 5 “maximally spread far”
(msf) background speakers were selected.
During testing, the mean log-likelihood of the 10 background
set models is subtracted from the log-likelihood of the claimed
client model [23] to estimate the log-likelihood ratio score of
a test utterance.
For evaluating the BSC system, experiments were per-
formed using each of the 168 speakers acting as the claimant,
with each of the remaining 167 speakers acting as impostors,
and rotating through all speakers. Since the negative samples
in training came from a distinct “world” set, all the remain-
ing 167 speakers were treated as impostors. For testing the
reference systems TI and TII, the same experiments were per-
formed as for the BSC system, excluding the 10 background
speakers for each client from the impostors because these
systems did not use a single distinct “world” set as the BSC
system.
Experiments were conducted separately for three conditions
[23]:
1) Mixed sex (F+M), using all 168 speakers.
2) Male only (M) (112 speakers).
3) Female only (F) (56 speakers).
The performance of each system was measured in terms of
the global Equal Error Rate (EER) computed using a client-
independent threshold [23] on test data. For this, the threshold
Θ (ref. Sec.IV-D) at which the false-acceptance (FA) rate
equals the false-rejection (FR) rate is calculated, considering
all client and impostor test scores together, and the FA using
this threshold is reported as the EER.
Thus, the global EER measures the overall (client-
independent) performance of the system and is likely to be
much more statistically significant than results based on client-
dependent thresholds [23].10 We did not re-implement the
9This is alternatively termed the “cohort” set [4].
10Henceforth, we shall use EER to mean global EER.
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reference systems. We report here directly the results of the
systems from [23].
3) Results: In all the three experimental conditions, the
proposed BSC system has performed equally well as or very
close to the reference systems. The EER of the systems have
been shown in Figure 2 (a)-(c). For the BSC system, the
EER has been plotted against the number of slice classifiers
N∗L selected by Adaboost and used to form the final strong
classifier F (ref. Sec.IV-D).
The EER of the BSC system drops quickly from above
5% below 10 slice classifiers to below 1% after about 250
slice classifiers have been selected. For all 3 conditions, the
EER consistently shows a downward trend with increasing
N∗L, interspersed with small oscillations, finally reaching a
saturation level.11
This saturation level is close to the EER achieved by
reference system TII for all 3 cases. For the F+M case, it
is slightly lower than the TI EER while for the M only and F
only cases, it is slightly higher than the TI EER. This saturation
level is reached after about 400 to 450 slices have been
selected. At this value of N∗L, the computational complexity
of the BSC system is significantly lower than the reference
systems.
B. Experiments on speech corrupted by additive noise: mis-
matched condition
The aim here was to examine the effect of mismatched
additive noise on the performance of our proposed system,
compared to a standard reference system.
1) Database description: The TIMIT database [16] was
used in this part of the work also. The training and test
sentences had different lexical content, hence this is also an
example of text-independent speaker verification. However, the
original clean TIMIT data was used only for training. For
testing, TIMIT data corrupted by additive noise was used.
For this, three types of noise from the Noisex-92 database
[27], namely, white, pink and babble, were added to each test
utterance at 4 SNR levels (20dB, 15dB, 10dB and 5dB).12
2) Systems evaluated, protocol and experimental details:
Apart from the proposed system, a standard MFCC-GMM
system [4] was used as reference.13 The BSC system con-
figuration was precisely the same as in Sec.VI-A. For the ref-
erence MFCC-GMM system, we experimented using different
number of cepstral coefficients (12 and 16) [4] [26] for the
features and different number of Gaussians (from 32 to 1024)
for the GMM.
Instead of the client-dependent background set described
in Sec.VI-A and [23], we used a common impostor set to
create a single GMM model called the Universal Background
Model (UBM) to model impostors (Section II). The advantage
for large speaker databases is that individual background sets
need not be selected for each client.14
11Although only the first 500 slices are shown in Figure 2, we conducted
experiments using upto 1000 slices and the test EER still remained stable.
12The noise segments were randomly chosen and were equal in length to
the test segments.
13In this case, we implemented the reference system ourselves.
14The single background model has become the predominant approach used
in speaker verification systems [4].
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Fig. 2. Equal Error Rates (EER %) for same-sex (M only, F only) and mixed-
sex (F+M) experiments on the TIMIT database, for the proposed BSC system
and two MFCC-GMM based reference systems TI and TII. For the BSC
system, EER has been plotted vs N∗L, the number of boosted slice classifiers
used to form the strong classifier F . The numerical values of the EERs are
shown in the legend boxes. For the BSC system, the EER at a particular point
N∗L = 450 is shown. The reference systems are from Reynolds [23]. Please
consult the text (Sec.VI-A) for more details.
For fair comparison, this common impostor set is the same
as the “world” set which provided the negative samples for
the BSC system (ref. Sec.VI-A2) extracted from the “train”
part of TIMIT. For each client, a model is created by adapting
the means in the UBM using the client training data [4].
Among the different configurations of reference systems
tried, we report here the two overall best performing ones:
1) Reference system NTI: 16 MFCC + 16∆MFCC +
∆Energy, Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) [4] and
1024-mixture GMM.
2) Reference system NTII: 12 MFCC [25] [26], no delta,
no CMS, and 1024-mixture GMM.
The features used by the system NTII are the same as the
reference systems in Sec.VI-A [26] while the features used by
system NTI involve slightly more calculations [4].
The same speaker verification protocol as used in Sec.VI-A
was followed [23]. The experimental details were exactly the
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for training came from original TIMIT while for test, different
types of noise from the Noisex-92 database was added to it.
Apart from this, in this experiment, all the remaining 167
speakers were used as impostors even for the reference systems
since they used the distinct “world” impostor set for training,
like the BSC system.
Separate experiments for the 3 different noise types at 4
different SNR levels were conducted, leading to 12 different
conditions. In the face of this, experiments were conducted
for mixed sex (F+M) condition only, using all 168 speakers
[23]. The performance of the systems was calculated in terms
of the global equal-error rate (EER) as before.
3) Results: For all the 3 noise types and 4 SNR levels,
the proposed BSC system has performed equally well as or
better than the reference systems. The EER of the systems
have been shown in Figure 3 (a)-(l). For the BSC system,
the EER has been plotted vs. the number of slice classifiers
N∗L. As in Sec.VI-A, the EER of the BSC system has shown
a general downward trend with increasing N∗L although the
errors are much higher here due to the more difficult testing
scenario.
For pink and babble noise, the EER has either continued
dropping or saturated at a certain level, without any subsequent
increase (Figures 3 (e)-(l)). For white noise (Figures 3 (a)-(c)),
the BSC system EER has increased slightly at some points.
In spite of this, for both white and babble noise, the BSC
system has outperformed the reference systems much before
N∗L = 100. For pink noise, the BSC system has consistently
outperformed system NTII while it finally catches up with
system NTI in all cases.
We note that these results support the evidence of previous
studies by the authors [15] where a similar framework involv-
ing boosted binary features performed better than the standard
MFCC-GMM system on speech corrupted by different types
of additive noise.
C. Experiments on speech corrupted by channel noise: mis-
matched condition
The aim here was to examine channel effects, more pre-
cisely handset transducer effects, on the performance of our
system, compared to a standard MFCC-GMM system.
1) Database description: The handset TIMIT (HTIMIT)
database was chosen for this work [17]. The database was
constructed by playing a gender-balanced subset of the TIMIT
database through a Sennheizer head-mounted microphone
(‘senh’) and 8 telephone headsets: 4 carbon button micro-
phones (‘cb1’-‘cb4’), 4 electret microphones (‘el1’-‘el4’) and
one Sony portable microphone (‘pt1’). In this way, headset
transducer degradations were imposed in a systematic way,
keeping the speaker and linguistic richness of the original
TIMIT database. The training and test sentences had differ-
ent lexical content, hence this is also an example of text-
independent speaker verification.
2) Systems evaluated, protocol and experimental details:
Apart from the proposed system, the MFCC-GMM system
described in Sec.VI-B2 [4] [28] was used as reference.15 To
15In this case also, we implemented the reference system ourselves.
reduce linear filter effects due to the headset transducers,
cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) was performed on the MFCC
for the reference system. Similarly, for the BSC system, the
spectral magnitude vector X (ref. Sec.IV-A) was replaced by
its log followed by mean normalization.
As in Sec.VI-B2, different values of the metaparameters (ie.
number of cepstral features, number of Gaussian mixtures)
were tried for the reference system. Among the different
configurations tried, we report here two of the best performing
ones:
1) Reference system HTI: 16 MFCC, CMS and 32-mixture
GMM.
2) Reference system HTII: 16 MFCC [25] [26], CMS, and
1024-mixture GMM.
The speaker verification protocol for HTIMIT described in
[28] [29] was taken as a guideline. More precisely, 100
speakers were randomly chosen out of the total 384 to form
the client set. A different subset of 50 speakers were randomly
chosen as the test impostor set. In addition, 250 randomly
chosen utterances from the remaining speakers were used as
the “world” set during training (ref. Secs.VI-A2 and VI-B2).
All sets were gender balanced.
For each client, the 2 sa and 5 sx sentences recorded
using the ‘senh’ microphone only were used for training. For
testing, separate experiments were performed using the 3 si
sentences recorded using the ‘senh’ microphone and all the 8
headset types. We note that this consists of one matched con-
dition (‘senh’-‘senh’) and 8 mismatched conditions (‘senh’-
‘cb1’,‘senh’-‘cb2’,· · · , ‘senh’-‘pt1’).
Each client model was tested against its own 3 si sentences
(3 true accesses) and the 3 si sentences of all 50 speakers
in the test impostor set (150 impostor accesses). This was
repeated for all 100 clients. The performance of the systems
was calculated in terms of the global equal-error rate (EER)
as before, for each microphone type separately.
3) Results: For all the 9 conditions tested, the proposed
BSC system has performed nearly as well as the reference
systems. The EER of the systems have been shown in Figure
4 (a)-(j). For the BSC system, the EER has been plotted vs.
the number of slice classifiers N∗L.
As before, the EER of the BSC system has shown a general
downward trend with increasing N∗L and saturates to values
around 10% for all the 9 conditions. It is noteworthy that the
performance of the proposed system is fairly independent of
the microphone type.
On the contrary, the reference systems have shown a wider
variation in EER, particularly if we observe their performance
for ‘senh’ and ‘cb3’.16 This is an important contrast between
the proposed and reference systems. Also, there is no single
best reference system: for some microphones HTI is better
than HTII while for others, it is the reverse.
VII. GROUP B EXPERIMENTS
This group of experiments involved more difficult condi-
tions and were performed on the MOBIO database.
16These two microphones have the best and worst sound characteristics
respectively [17].
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Fig. 3. Equal Error Rates (EER %) for mixed-sex (F+M) experiments on the noisy TIMIT database (TIMIT + Noisex), for the proposed BSC system and
two MFCC-GMM based reference systems NTI and NTII. For the BSC system, EER has been plotted vs N∗L, the number of boosted slice classifiers used
to form the strong classifier F . Three different noise types at four different SNR levels have been considered. The noise type and level are shown in each
subfigure. The numerical values of the EERs are shown in the legend box. For the BSC system, the EER at N∗
L
= 450 is shown. Please consult the text
(Sec.VI-B) for more details.
A. Database description
Experiments were performed on the MOBIO Phase I
database [1] [2] which consists of speech data collected from
152 people (100 males, 52 females) using mobile phones. The
data was collected at 6 different sites in 5 different countries.
There were both native and non-native English speakers. The
sampling frequency was 48 kHz. Data for each speaker was
collected in 6 separate sessions, with a gap of at least one
month between sessions. In each session, the speakers were
asked to answer a set of 21 questions. There were 3 types
of questions: a) 5 questions requiring 5 short set response
answers (read speech from a mobile display), b) one question
requiring one long set response answer (read speech from a
paper), and c) 15 questions each requiring free speech answer.
Each answer was recorded as one utterance.
This database was chosen because it has some challenges.
Firstly, all speech data was collected on mobile phones and had
significant amount of noise [1]. About 10 % of the utterances
had SNRs less than 5 dB, while 60 % had SNRs between 5
to 10 dB. Secondly, utterances had limited amount of speech.
About 25 % of utterances had less than 2 seconds of speech,
while 35 % had between 2 to 3 seconds of speech. Thirdly,
the data presented possibilities for testing different levels
of mismatch using a challenging protocol (Section VII-C).
Also, it was used for the recent MOBIO Face and Speaker
Verification Evaluation contest at ICPR 2010.17 Hence, there
already exists a large number of reference results from various
sites involving state-of-the-art SV systems. This is useful for
comparison.
B. Systems evaluated
The proposed BSC system was compared with 17 state-of-
the-art reference systems from 5 independent research groups:
1) Brno University of Technology (BUT), 2) The University
of Avignon (LIA), 3) Tecnologico de Monterrey, Mexico and
Arizona State University, USA (TEC-ASU), 4) The University
of West Bohemia (UWB), and 5) Swansea University and
Validsoft (SUV).18 All of these participated in the MOBIO
evaluation at ICPR 2010.
17www.mobioproject.org/icpr-2010
18Henceforth, reference systems shall be denoted by the format “group-
name system-number”, for example, BUT 1, BUT 2, LIA 3, etc.
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Fig. 4. Equal Error Rates (EER %) for mixed-sex (F+M) experiments on the HTIMIT database, for the proposed BSC system and two MFCC-GMM based
reference systems HTI and HTII. For the BSC system, EER has been plotted vs N∗L, the number of boosted slice classifiers used to form the strong classifier
F . Ten different microphone types have been considered. Training for all systems was done using only data collected by the Sennheizer (senh) microphone.
The numerical values of the EERs are also shown in the legend box. For the BSC system, the EER at N∗
L
= 450 is shown. Please consult the text (Sec.VI-C)
for more details.
System Feature No. of Gaussians
dimension, ND in the GMM, NG
BUT 1, BUT 2 60 2048
LIA 1, LIA 1a 70 512
LIA 2, LIA 2a 50 256
TEC-ASU 1 33 512
TEC-ASU 2 49 512
UWB 1, UWB 2 40 510
SUV 1, SUV 1a 59 512
SUV 2 33 512
TABLE I
BASIC PARAMETERS OF THE REFERENCE SYSTEMS, GROUPED ACCORDING
TO SUBMITTING INSTITUTION. PLEASE SEE SEC.VII-B FOR DETAILS.
The details of these systems are provided in [1] [2]. For
convenience, we highlight here the chief aspects of these
reference systems. All reference systems used cepstral features
[4]. Systems varied in the number of filterbanks (ranging
from 24 to 50), the number of cepstral features (16 to 29)
and the use of delta and delta-delta cepstra. The final feature
dimension varied from 33 to 70 (ref. Table 1). Systems also
varied in the type of feature normalization and feature warping
used. All rererence systems (except one) used GMM-UBM
as the primary modelling block. Number of Gaussians in the
GMM varied from 256 to 2048 (ref. Table VII-B). System
UWB 3 used 3rd-order polynomial expansion resulting in a
12341-dimensional supervector. A majority of reference sys-
tems (BUT 1,2,3, LIA 1,1a,2,2a, UWB 2,3,4) used secondary
modelling blocks like supervector SVM with Joint Factor
Analysis, or I-vector system. Most systems also used some
kind of score normalization like S-norm, Z-norm or T-norm.
Some systems like BUT 3, UWB 4, SUV 3 were fusions of
other systems submitted by the same group.
For the proposed BSC system, precisely the same setup as
in previous experiments was used (Sec.VI-A2). No processing
step was changed or added nor were any system parameters
tuned.
C. Protocol and experimental details
The SV protocol used was the same as in the MOBIO
Evaluation, details of which are given in [1] [2]. Here, we
highlight the chief aspects of this protocol. The database is
split into three distinct sets: training set, development set and
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test set. The 3 sets are completely distinct in terms of speakers
and data collection sites. Purpose of each set is described
below.
The purpose of training set was to derive background mod-
els or JFA subspaces for reference systems and for providing
negative (‘0’) samples while boosting each client model for
the BSC system. Purpose of development set was to derive an
EER-based threshold while purpose of test set was to evaluate
the system performance using this threshold.
The development and test sets had their own distinct set of
clients. The protocol for enroling and testing were the same for
both sets. Only 5 set response questions from session 1 could
be used to enrol a client. Thus, they provided the positive (‘1’)
samples while boosting a client model for BSC system. Testing
was then conducted on all 15 free speech questions from
sessions 2 to 6 each, equalling 75 test utterances per client.
When producing imposter scores, all the other clients were
used as imposters. The performance was calculated in terms
of the Half Total Error Rate (HTER) on the test set. Separate
experiments for male and female speakers were conducted.
The protocol for MOBIO presents some special challenges
in addition to the noisy data itself. They are: 1) Session
variability. Only a single session per client could be used
to train (enrol) the target speaker models. Testing was done
on remaining five sessions. 2) Lexical mismatch Speech used
in enrolment and testing had different lexical content (text-
independent SV task). 3) Speech-type mismatch. The training
(enrolment) was done on read speech while testing was on
free speech.4) Site mismatch. All background (impostor) data
allowed for training came from 2 sites while all impostor data
used for testing came from the 4 remaining sites.
D. Results
The Half Total Error Rate (HTER %) on the test set
of the MOBIO database for all the 18 systems have been
shown in Figure 5. In all cases, the performance of the
proposed BSC system is reasonably good, lying near the
mean of the reference systems’ performance. It is noteworthy
that the proposed system achieved reasonable performance
using only a simple framework involving a weighted sum of
threshold-based classifiers. For both genders, the BSC system
performance saturated around N∗L = 100. In contrast, most of
the reference systems used more complex techniques such as
SVM supervectors and factor analysis in addition to standard
MFCC-GMM setup.
While such enhancements enabled the best reference sys-
tems to perform better than the proposed BSC system, several
of the reference systems also performed worse than BSC
in spite of their complexity. This indicates that the BSC
system achieves a good trade-off between system performance
and computational complexity, consistent with results from
experiments in previous sections.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
From Secs.VI-A3, VI-B3, VI-C3 and VII-D, we ob-
serve that the proposed BSC system shows comparable text-
independent speaker verification performance vis-a`-vis the
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Fig. 5. Half Total Error Rates (HTER %) for SV experiments on the Test set
of the MOBIO Phase I database using (a) only male speakers, (b) only female
speakers and (c) and average of the two. HTERs are shown for the proposed
BSC system and 17 reference systems. Please consult the text (Sec.VII) for
more details.
standard SV systems (both baseline and state-of-the-art) across
a wide spectrum of conditions, both clean and noisy, matched
and mismatched, using speech either collected using a standard
microphone setup or a mobile phone.
Hence, it seems to fulfill the first objective outlined in Sec-
tion I, ie. robustness. At the same time, the proposed system
fulfills the second objective, ie. computational efficiency. In
the next two sections, we analyze these two important aspects
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of the proposed system: a) robustness in the presence of noise
(Section VIII-A), and b) computational complexity (Section
VIII-B). In the final section, we analyse the distribution of
the slice classifiers selected by the system as being the most
discriminative.
A. Robustness to additive noise
In Sec.VI-B3, it was shown that the BSC system was
significantly more robust to different types of additive noise
in a mismatched scenario, than the MFCC-GMM system. This
is an important property of the BSC system. Here, we present
an analysis of this property at the frame level.19
For our analysis, we picked out two speakers from the
TIMIT database at random. The first speaker served as the
true client, while the second served as an impostor.20 We had
already created the models for the client (the strong classifier
F for the BSC system and the UBM-GMM for MFCC-GMM
system) using clean training data. Next, one speech frame
from the test data of both speakers in the TIMIT database
was extracted. Three types of noise (white, pink and babble)
at 4 different SNRs were subsequently added to these clean
speech frames to create noisy speech frames (ref. Sec.VI-B).
These frames were then passed to the client models and finally
the frame scores were generated.
The process of score generation is depicted in Figure 6. In
this figure, the left half illustrates true client accesses, ie. the
client speech frame was matched with the client model, while
the right half illustrates impostor accesses, ie. the impostor
speech frame was matched with the client model. The first
three rows from the top depict the BSC system while the last
two depict the MFCC-GMM system.
1) Frame-level behaviour under clean condition: In the first
row, subfigures (a) and (c) show the outputs of the first 40
boosted slice classifiers {f∗n}40n=1 of the BSC system for the
clean speech frames. We note that the classifiers are predicting
mostly ‘client’ (‘1’: light yellow bands) for the client frame
and mostly ‘impostor’ (‘0’: dark green bands) for the impostor
frame. The precise number of classifiers predicting ‘1’ is
shown in subfigures (e) and (g) in the second row: a high
number for the client and low for the impostor. The final scores
F (X) considering only these first 40 classifiers (ref. Eq.3) is
shown by the green broken line in subfigures (i1-3), (j1-3).
In the fourth row, subfigures (k) and (m) show the cepstral
vectors XM extracted from the clean speech frames for the
MFCC-GMM system. The loglikelihood ratio scores S(XM )
obtained by passing these vectors through the UBM-GMM of
the client is shown by green broken line in subfigures (o1-3),
(p1-3).
For both the BSC and MFCC-GMM systems, we see that
the client and impostor scores are well separated in the clean
condition.
19For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to analysis of system behaviour under
additive noise in this work. Similar analyses could be carried out for the case
of convolutive noise also.
20We shall henceforth denote them as ‘client’ and ‘impostor’ respectively.
2) Frame-level behaviour under noisy condition: In the
case of the BSC system, as different types of noise are added
at different SNRs to the clean test frame, the slice classifier
outputs vary due to the change in the shape of the spectrum.
These variations {∆(f∗n)}40n=1 are shown in subfigures (b1-3),
(d1-3). The main point to note is that a significant number of
slice classifier outputs remain unchanged after noise addition,
ie. ∆(f∗n) = 0. These are marked by light green bands. Several
classifier outputs change from ‘1’ (correct) to ‘0’ (error) for
the client frames (∆(f∗n) = −1, dark green band), and ‘0’
(correct) to ‘1’ (error) for the impostor frame (∆(f∗n) = 1,
yellow band). However, the error is limited exclusively to
these outputs. Interestingly, some erroneous outputs become
correct too (∆(f∗n) = 1 for the client and ∆(f∗n) = −1 for
the impostor).
The number of classifiers predicting ‘1’ is again shown in
subfigures (f1-3), (h1-3) and the final scores F (X) are shown
by the red lines in subfigures (i1-3), (j1-3). We note that
the client and impostor scores have approached each other
gradually, as the SNR has reduced. This is expected.
Similarly, in the case of the standard MFCC-GMM SV
system, as different types of noise are added to the clean test
frame, the cepstral vectors XM change values. These changes
∆(XM ) are shown in subfigures (l1-3), (n1-3).21 Contrary to
the BSC system where the error is limited to certain slices,
we note that the entire cepstrum has been distorted by noise,
even when the SNR is high. Some cepstral coefficients will
be affected more and some affected less. The loglikelihood
ratio scores obtained by passing these noisy vectors through
the UBM-GMM of the client is shown by the red lines in
subfigures (o1-3), (p1-3).
We observe that for each noise type and SNR level, the
client and impostor scores have approached each other less
in the BSC system than in the MFCC-GMM system, which
would lead to better separability and lower verification errors
for the BSC system. This is mainly due to the fact that
although the noise did affect some of the slice classifier
outputs, it could not affect a large fraction of the outputs.
These correct outputs could combine together and offset the
effect of the incorrect ones. In MFCC-GMM system, the
entire cepstrum is affected and we cannot avail of this unique
advantage, which is a characteristic of parts-based systems.
B. Complexity of the system
In this section, we compare the computational complexity
of the proposed BSC system with that of the reference systems
[30]. For simplicity, we consider only the reference systems
used in Group B experiments (ref. Sec.VII). We consider the
client access (or test) phase because it is online, as opposed
to the training phase which is offline. For this, we count
the number of floating-point operations (FLOP) starting from
after the feature extraction stage until the calculation of the
final score at a frame level. In fact, the BSC system has a
simpler feature extraction stage, with no filterbanks nor feature
warping. For the sake of simplicity, we ignore this.
21The same noisy frame was used for both the BSC and MFCC-GMM
systems, for all cases.
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Fig. 6. Effect of additive noise: (a, c) Outputs of the first 40 boosted slice classifiers {f∗n}40n=1 using clean speech frames. (b1-3, d1-3) Changes {∆(f∗n)}40n=1
in the classifier outputs as 3 different noise types are added to the speech frames at 4 SNRs. (e, f1-3, g, h1-3) Number of classifiers with output f∗n = 1 for
each of the above cases. (i1-3, j1-3) Final strong classifier output F for the above cases. (k, m) MFCC vectors XM extracted from the same clean speech
frames as in (a, c). (l1-3, n1-3) The changes ∆(XM ) in the MFCC vectors due to additive noise. (o1-3, p1-3) Loglikelihood ratio scores using these MFCC
vectors for the standard MFCC-GMM system. Please see the text (Sec.VIII-A) for more details.
1) Reference MFCC-GMM system: For reference systems,
we consider only the essential modelling block while com-
puting the number of FLOPs, ie. only the computation of the
Gaussian components for GMM-based systems. We ignore all
other blocks, such as those related to factor analysis, I-vector,
supervector SVM, etc. which are present in a majority of
reference systems. We do this for keeping the analysis simple,
at the cost of a pessimistic bias against our system.
Let ND be the feature dimension of the MFCC feature
vector XM extracted from one frame of speech. To evalu-
ate a single Gaussian, G(XM ;µ,Σ, p) with mean vector µ,
diagonal covariance matrix Σ and mixture weight p using,
G(XM ;µ,Σ, p) =
p
(2pi)
ND
2 |Σ|
1
2
· e−
1
2 (XM−µ)
T
Σ
−1(XM−µ)
= pˆ · e
∑ND
i=1(XM (i)−µ(i))
2·sˆi (4)
where pˆ = p
(2pi)
ND
2 |Σ|
1
2
, sˆ = − 12σ(i)2 and {σ(i)}
ND
i=1 are
the diagonal elements of Σ (which can all be precomputed),
the number of floating point additions, multiplications and
exponentiations involved are 2ND − 1, 2ND + 1 and 1
respectively.22 However, most practical GMM implementa-
tions involve code optimization, which reduces the number of
22We note the replacement of division by multiplication (with sˆ) in Eqn. 4
because multiplication is usually faster than division [31].
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FLOPs. In particular, the exponentiation can often be avoided
by the log-add operation.
Hence, in order to keep the current analysis simple, again
at the cost of a pessimistic bias against our system, we
only consider the computation of the quadratic term (XM −
µ)TΣ−1(XM−µ) ≡
∑ND
i=1(XM (i)−µ(i))
2 · sˆi in Eq. 4. This
term must be computed once per Gaussian, independent of the
level of optimization achieved. To compute it, 2ND floating
point multiplications and 2ND−1 floating point additions are
required. Hence, to process one frame of speech, we multiply
these quantities by NG, the number of Gaussians. Thus, the
total number of multiplications and additions per frame is,
n× = 2NGND, n
+ = NG(2ND − 1) respectively. Hence, the
total number of FLOPs per frame is:
NFLOP = n
× + n+ = NG(4ND − 1). (5)
2) Proposed BSC system: Let X be a spectral vector
extracted from a speech frame (ref. Sec.IV-A). Let
N∗L be the number of slice classifiers used to form
the strong classifier F (ref. Sec.IV-C). To obtain the
final frame-level score F (X), we must use Eqns. 1, 2
and 3 which we combine and implement as follows:
F (X)← 0
for n = 1 to N∗L
a← {0 , αn}
b← (X(kn,1)−X(kn,2) ≥ θn)
F (X)← F (X) + a[b]
end
Here, a[b] denotes the b-th element of array a. Since they
usually take almost the same time [31], we group the number
of comparisons, additions and subtractions as n+. From the
above implementation, we find that for the BSC system, no
multiplication is required and,
NFLOP = n
+ = 3N∗L (6)
The total number of FLOPs for BSC and reference systems
calculated using Eqns. 5 & 6 are shown in Fig. 7. Parameter
values for ND, NG in Eqn. 5 are enlisted in Table I. In Eqn.
6, parameter N∗L = 100.23
It is observed from Fig. 7 that BSC system requires a
few hundred FLOPs, significantly less than that required by
reference systems (104 − 105 FLOPs). Hence, even with a
pessimistic bias, BSC system is shown to be computationally
more efficient. This is an important advantage of the BSC sys-
tem particularly with respect to the computational constraints
for mobile phone SV systems (ref. Sec. I).
C. Distribution of selected slice classifiers
We analyse the distribution of slice classifiers which were
selected by Adaboost. In Figure 8, we show the matrix of
expected weights assigned to all the slice classifiers, indexed
by their frequency points {kn,1, kn,2}, averaged over all 168
clients in the TIMIT database. A higher weight (indicated by
23This is average value at which the BSC system reached best performance
(Sec.VII-D) for the Group B experiments.
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Fig. 7. No. of floating-point operations, NFLOP plotted in log-scale, for the
17 reference systems used in the Group B experiments and the proposed BSC
system. Please see text (Sec. VIII-B) for more details.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of slices selected by Adaboost: The image intensity at
a point {kn,1, kn,2} in the image indicates the expected weight of the slice
classifier corresponding to the slice defined by the parameters {kn,1, kn,2},
as set by the Adaboost algorithm (ref. Sec. VIII-C).
lighter yellow colours) would mean a more discriminative or
speaker-informative slice, as determined by Adaboost. From
the figure, we observe that certain {kn,1, kn,2} pairs have
distinctly higher expected weights than others although in
general, slices were selected from all regions of the spectrum
(both low frequency and high frequency regions). In particular,
values of kn,1, kn,2 ≤ 1kHz seem to be given higher weights.
Also, pairs {kn,1, kn,2} with kn,1 close to kn,2 were given
higher weights. Note that the TIMIT sampling frequency of
16 kHz was used to convert k values in the range {1, · · · , 128}
to frequencies.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated a novel parts-based system for text-
independent speaker verification. This system uses a novel
feature called “slice feature” extracted from short-time speech
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spectrum and simple threshold-based “slice classifiers” se-
lected and combined by a boosting framework. The approach
was compared against standard cepstral features using both
baseline and state-of-the-art speaker verification systems on
TIMIT, HTIMIT and MOBIO corpus.
The proposed parts-based system showed good performance
over a wide range of experimental conditions, ranging from
clean speech to noisy speech collected on mobile phones.
Compared to standard systems, it performed equally well in
the clean condition and performed better than them in several
of the noisy conditions. We note that the system configuration
and parameter values of the proposed system were kept the
same over all the conditions, unlike the standard systems.
Furthermore, the proposed approach involves lower compu-
tational complexity compared to the standard approach. Hence,
it seems to fulfill the two objectives related to implementation
of SV systems on portable devices such as mobile phones, ie.
robustness and computational efficiency.
Possible directions for future work include: 1) Augmen-
tation of the feature set by joint modeling in the spectro-
temporal plane (using 2-dimensional instead of 1-dimensional
approach). 2) Model-level fusion between the parts-based
approach and the standard cepstral feature based approach.
3) Further analysis of the precise speaker-specific acoustic
information captured by the boosted slice classifiers.
Since the proposed approach involves working with specific
frequency points in the spectrum, it might be directly coupled
with a suitable time-frequency masking framework aimed at
noise removal [32] or signal separation [33]. Finally, since
the approach is data-driven, it could be applied to other
related tasks like phoneme recognition. Preliminary work in
this direction has shown promising results [34].
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